SEC EXPORTS ‘OFFERS’ WITH ORDER PURCHASE TERMS AND CONDITIONS
SEC Exports Ltd may choose to run promotions when you purchase qualifying items or place a
qualifying order. These are the terms and conditions that govern those promotions:


Customers purchasing any products from SEC Exports Product Catalogue will receive a free
Offer of a tablet. There are three options of tablet which are dependent on the order value.
Customers will receive one tablet with their first Qualifying Order only. The Offer does not
apply to subsequent orders.



The Qualifying Order value is the amount after any discounts have been applied.



The Offer is available whilst stocks last and SEC Exports Ltd reserves the right to withdraw
the Offer at any time.



No alternative product is offered and there is no cash alternative.



The Offer applies to products purchased from the SEC Exports Product Catalogue. The
Offer cannot be used for product purchases from any other distributor or supplier.



The Offer may not be used in conjunction with other SEC Exports promotions.



If you cancel the order or do not pay in full the Offer will cease to apply.



The corresponding tablet based on your order volume will be dispatched upon final
payment received for your goods. Please allow 28 days for delivery.



Placing multiple orders or orders for multiple items does not entitle you to more than one
Offer item.



This Offer is valid within the dates as stated on the relevant page or notification email.



Nothing in these terms and conditions shall affect your statutory rights.



The Offer shall be governed in accordance with the laws of England and Wales.



In the event of any dispute, the decision of SEC Exports Ltd is final.



We reserve the right to amend these terms and conditions or withdraw the Offer at any
time. If we do so, we will publish the amended terms and conditions on this page.
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